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A Framework of Associative Search by Mediators
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In this report, we formalize a problem of associative search in terms of formal concepts. We first define a notion
of aspects as intermediate bridge concepts connecting initial concepts and target concepts. The target concepts,
drifted versions of the initial ones, must be conditionally similar to the initial ones with respect to the bride
concepts. In order to find such target concepts effectively, we present a search procedure accessing two kinds of
incident relations. One relation describes a person-feature relation, and contributes for suggesting potential persons
related to the bridge concepts. The second type relation defines standard concepts of document-feature relations
based on which the target concepts are derived under a similarity constraint given by the intents of bridge concepts.

Figure 1: An example of Association of Concepts

1. Introduction

In the studies of Information Retrieval, “Associative

Search” [1] is sometimes used to shift queries during the

search processes. The purpose of shifting queries is to sug-

gest feature terms and documents not being properly ex-

pressed by the initial query or attracting user’s interests.

Fig. 1 illustrates an example of association, where ovals de-

note document sets defined by the corresponding set of fea-

ture terms, and query is also a set of terms. By the initial

query, some documents with all the terms in it may involve

another feature term, “experience” for instance, that can

be an aspect of “travel” and therefore may guide us to an-

other document set with the aspect. In this example, it

might be “agriculture festival”. From a viewpoint of formal

concepts [5] of documents as objects and feature terms as

attributes, the association from the concept of “travel” to

“agriculture festival” is performed via the intermediate con-
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cept “experience”. The association thus defined provides

us a direct way to find semantic relationship among feature

terms based on the information the documents carry, not

using any kind of prior knowledge of feature terms.

Figure 2: The diagram named W, where W is the interme-

diate concept connecting two concepts, C1 and C2

We have already proposed in [2] a similar transformation

of concepts depicted as a concept diagram in Fig. 2. The

relationship between the initial concept C1 and its related

C2 via the intermediate W is schematically the same as

[2]. The difference is found in the constraint setting. In

[2] particularly, C2 farer from C1 is considered more prefer-

able from the standpoint of discovering unexpected con-

cepts sharing the same aspect W . As an extreme case, C1

and C2 may have no objects in common. To the contrary,

we here require C2 to be closer to C1, given the intermedi-

ate W . We thus regard conditional similarity between C1

and C2 w.r.t. W , where the similarity must be based on

the shared objects (documents).

The difficulty of associating concepts with other ones is

however caused by the followings:

Selection of Candidate W (SCW): Every concept has

several aspects, W in the W-diagram. So we have to choose

some W from candidate concepts.

Selection of Target Concept (STC): Even when we

select some adequate W , there may exist several C2 with

W as a shared aspect.

As STC problem is constrained by the conditional simi-

larity given W , we can solve it by a constrained miner enu-

merating C2 satisfying the constraint. On the other hand,

SCW is more critical, because every association depends on

the selection of W as an aspect. As long as we do not use
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any prior knowledge to restrict possible aspects, we have to

use additional information and constraint relevant to SCW.

As such information, we here propose to use person-

feature relationship defining additional concept lattice of

concepts whose objects and attributes are persons and fea-

ture terms, respectively. Thus, we provide two incident re-

lations, person-term relation and document-term relation,

and use the former relation to take possible intermediate

concepts W as bridges for connecting concepts. Intuitively,

documents are associated with persons who write them. So

we get to have features charactering the documents written

by them. This defines a person-term relationship. Then,

we introduce the following heuristics to control the SCW

problem: “When we wonder which direction of association

is better to be developed, we normally ask some persons who

have good knowledge of various areas of documents and fea-

ture terms. We call here such persons mediators. As more

number of topics (as clusters of feature terms) they are con-

cerned with, we regard them as better mediators.”

Using a membership function of fuzzy k-means clustering

[3], we define a probability distribution on topics showing

how a person is related to the topics, and then calculate

its entropy as the degree of mediator. Then, every per-

son is ranked according to the entropy, and the relevance

to the initial query is tested by user who gives it. Some

persons may be inadequate from the user’s viewpoint, and

another may be good conversely. We assign negative or

positive signs to the former and the latter types of medi-

ators, respectively. Then the target intermediate concepts

are required to cover positive mediators and not to cover

negative ones. Then the possible intermediate W is placed

in a sublattice with initial concept as its top and the least

common generalization of positive mediators as its bottom.

This makes it possible for our search procedure to work in

the restricted sublattice meeting with user’s intention.

2. Person-Term Relation and
Document-Term Relation

Let P be a set of persons and V a set of terms or words

as a vocabulary. A document is written at the vocabulary

V by a person in P . For a document d, the set of terms

appeared in d is referred to as terms(d) and the person by

whom d is written as person(d).

For a document set D, we can define a document-term

relation RD ⊆ D × V , where (d, t) ∈ RD iff t ∈ terms(d).

It is often represented as a formal context D = (D,V,RD).

In addition, a person-term relation RP ⊆ P × V can also

be defined from D. For the document set D, the set of

documents written by a person p ∈ P is denoted by Dp.

Then, for a person p, the set of terms used by p in some

document is given by Tp = ∪d∈Dpterms(d). Based on Tp,

we can define RP ⊆ P × V as (p, t) ∈ RP iff t ∈ Tp. It

corresponds to a formal context P = (P, V,RP ).

3. Ranking Persons

If a person is related to various kinds of topics, it seems

possible to access to several topics via the person. In this

sense, it would be reasonable to consider that such a person

is a good mediator for associative search and given a higher

mediator level. To find a good mediator, assuming a cluster

of terms (words) to be a topic, we evaluate a user’s mediator

level based on how closely related to topics the user is.

For a person-term context P = (P, V,RP ) and a

document-term context D = (D,V,RD), our mediator

ranking of the persons in P is computed as follows:

1) P is projected by preserving all terms with TF -IDF

values greater than (max+min) ∗ α, where α is a control

parameter, and max and min are the maximum and mini-

mum values of TF -IDF . The projected context is denoted

by P̃ = (P, Ṽ , R̃P ).

2) Based on Ṽ ⊆ V , the document context is also pro-

jected. The projected context is denoted by D̃ and defined

as D̃ = (D, Ṽ , R̃D = (RD ∩ (D × Ṽ ))). Then we con-

sider its corresponding matrix MD̃ = (w1, . . . ,w|Ṽ |), where

wi
T = (di1, . . . , di|D|) and for each j, if (j, i) ∈ R̃D, then

dij = 1 and othewise dij = 0.

3) The vectors wi (1 ≤ i ≤ |Ṽ |) are clustered into several

groups of terms. Then each cluster is regarded as a topic

and is represented by its central vector.

4) For the (projected) person context P̃, we consider its

corresponding matrix MP̃ = (pT
1 , . . . ,p

T
|P |)

T , where pi
T =

(di1, . . . , di|D|) and for each j, if (i, j) ∈ R̃P , then dij = 1

and othewise dij = 0.

5) To transform each vector pi
T into those in the document

space, we apply Singular Value Decomposition to MD̃.

6) Degree of relatedness of a person p to a topic t is

given by the distance measure used in fuzzy K-means in [3],

R(p, t) = 1∑
ti∈T (

dist(p,t)
dist(p,ti)

)
2

m−1
where T is the set of topics,

m a parameter for fuzzy level and dist(pi, tj) the Euclidean

distance in the document space between pi and tj .

7) Regarding the vector of R(p, ti)-value for each topic ti
as a probability distribution, the mediator level of p is given

as the entropy of the distribution.

8) By sorting the persons in descending order of mediator

levels, we define a ranked list of persons in P .

For each person p, the rank and the mediator level of p

are referred to as rank(p) and level(p), respectively.

For each cluster i and j, we believe that < ci, cj >→ 0

by using the center of similar words. If one user has a

more general interest, he/she will get involved into more

separated topics. Entropy will help us to judge the variance

of a user’s interest.

In our clustering step, we use Laplacian Eigenmaps [6]

to get closely related terms into one cluster. Moreover,

for each topic, the document distribution is assumed to be

Gaussian and the gaussian kernel is used to make this points

linear. Our clustering algorithm is performed as follows:

1. Calculate the Matrix A using

Aij =
{exp(−disi,j/σ2) if i6=j

0 otherwise

2. Calculate a diagonal matrix D with Dii =
∑

j(Aij).

3. L is defined as L = D− 1
2AD− 1

2 .
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4. Find x1,x2,. . .,xk, the k largest eigenvectors of L (cho-

sen to be orthogonal to each other in the case of repeated

eigenvalue), and form the matrix X = [x1x2...xk] ∈ <n×k

by stacking the eigenvectors in columns.

5. Form the matrix Y from X by renormalizing each of

X’s rows to have unit length (i.e. Yij = Xij/(
∑

j X
2
ij)

1/2)

6. Treating each row of Y as a point in <K , cluster them

into k clusters via Extened K-means.

7. Finally, assign the original point sj to cluster j iff row

i of the matrix Y was assigned to cluster j.

In this procedure, σ2 is a parameter controls how rapidly

the affinity Aij falls off with the distance between si and

sj . However, a fixed parameter may lead to problems when

the numbers of documents and variances in the topics are

various. For example, even if we have topics A and B,

where topic A has larger variance and documents than B,

then we get a document d which talks about A and B at the

same time and assume that in d topics A and B have the

same importance. For human, if creating new cluster is not

allowed, we may prefer clustering d into A because it has a

larger variance and it seems containing more property. So

we introduce an auto-adaptive parameter selection.

To make the parameter σ to be adaptive, we use the

following method to select σ parameter for point i and j,

which is similar to the work in [7].

The affinity between points si and sj is written as Aij =

exp(− |si−sj |2

σiσj
), where the σi and σj are in a local scale

σi =
√

1
n

∑
n |si − sj |2. This method allows σ to be auto-

matically adjusted according to local variance, that is, no

parameter setting is required.

As mentioned above, we use an Extended K-Means which

allows to make new clusters so that we can obtain a good

result with smaller distortion. The algorithm is as follows:

1. Given an integer K as an initial cluster number, K

centers are randomly selected.

2. We calculate the squared errors with J =∑
Ck∈CLUSTERS

∑
∀xi∈Ck

(|ck − xi|2), where ck is the cen-

ter of cluster Ck, and xi is a point in Ck.

3. For each point, a cluster with the smallest distance to

the point is identified.

4. The variance of the cluster with this point added is cal-

culated. If the variance is larger than a threshold, a (sigle-

ton) cluster with the point is newly created. If otherwise,

the point is merged into to the cluster.

5. All empty clusters are deleted. Then, for each re-

maining Ck, its center vector ck is re-calculated by ck =
1
n

∑
xi∈Ck

xi, where n is the number of points in Ck.

6. If the change of squared error is smaller than a given

threshold, the clusters are output and the process is termi-

nated. If otherwise, return to 2.

4. Associative Search by Mediators

Let P = (P, V,RP ) and D = (D,V,RD) be a person-term

relation and a document-term relaion, respectively, where

P is ranked in descending order of their mediator levels.

Since we are concerned with concepts in different formal

contexts, the derivation operator in a context C is often

explicitly denoted by ′(C) or ′′(C).
Our associative search is perfomed as follows.

Identifying Query Concepts:

A queryQ a user interested in is given as a set of keywords

(terms) K ⊆ V . We can consider a query concept in each

context. They are defined as CP
Q = (K′(P)

,K′′(P)

) in P and

CD
Q = (K′(D)

,K′′(D)

) in D, respectively.

Getting User Interest:

In order to get a user’s interest, we interactively ask the

user to express his/her preference on the persons related to

the query, that is, the persons in K′(P)

. Particularly, the

user is asked his/her preference only on the Top-N ranked

persons with higher mediator levels.

Let M ⊆ P be the list of Top-N ranked mediators in

P . For the query concept in P, QP = (PQ, TQ), according

to the user interest, for each person p ∈ (PQ ∩ M), the

user assigns a sign +, − or ∗ to p for “favorite”, “dislike”,

and “don’t care”, respectively, where the sign given to p is

referred to as sign(p). Assuming ∗ as default sign to each

p ∈ PQ \ M , we can devide PQ into three groups, POS =

{p ∈ PQ | sing(p) = +}, NEG = {p ∈ PQ | sing(p) = −}
and DC = {p ∈ PQ | sing(p) = ∗}.
Finding Concepts Consistent with User Interest:

Let QP = (PQ, TQ) be a query concept in P, where PQ

is devided into POS, NEG and DC based on the user

interest. Then, a concept B = (PB , TB) in P is said to be

consistent with the user interest if and only if PB ⊆ PQ,

PB ⊇ POS, and PB ∩NEG = ∅.
Since there are in general several consistent concepts, we

try to extract maximally general ones among them. That

is, our task is to find every maximal concept CB in P which

is a sub-concept of the query concept QP = (PQ, TQ) and

whose extent must subsume POS and exclude NEG.

In order to find CB satisfying the constraints, we can ba-

sically expand POS by adding a person in DC step by step

in a depth-first manner. More precisely, for the closure of

person set Xi such that (POS ∪ DC) ⊇ Xi ⊇ POS, we

expand Xi by adding a person xin(DC \Xi) and compute

the closure Xi+1 = (X ∪ {x})′′
(P)

. Then we check whether

Xi+1 ⊆ (POS ∪ DC) or not. If yes, Xi+1 is tried to fur-

ther expand by adding a person in DC \Xi+1. If otherwise,

Xi+1 is discarded and Xi is expanded with another person

by backtrack because Xi+1 includes some person in NEG

or (X ′(P)

i+1 , Xi+1) is not a sub-concept of QP . Such an expan-

sion process recursively iterated untill no closure remains to

be expanded.

Identifying User Aspects:

If we can observe a concept which corresponds to the

user aspect and bridges Q and C in some sense, it would be

reasonable to accept similarity between Q and C under the

aspect. In order to realize this kind of associative search,

we here formalize a user aspect as a concept reflecting the

user interest.
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Let B = (PB , TB) be a (maximal) concept in P which is

consistent with the user interest. Since B is a sub-concept

of QP = (PQ, TQ), TQ ⊆ TB holds. Therefore, A = TB \TQ

can be viewed as the set of attributes (terms) which can

implicitly characterize the user interest.

In order to find similarity of concepts in D under the as-

pect reflecting the user interest in persons, we consider a

concept in D which is defined based on A. Formally speak-

ing, if A is a closure in D, that is, (A′(D)

, A′′(D)

= A) is a

concept in D, then we regard the concept CA = (A′(D)

, A)

as an aspect reflecting the user interest in persons.

Extracting Conditionally Similar Concepts w.r.t.

User Aspect:

We first define a similarity between concepts without any

conditioning. Our similarity can be defined based on the

notion of bond [4], an extension of Jaccard Coefficient.

Let C1 = (X1, Y1) and C2 = (X2, Y2) be a pair of con-

cepts. Then a similarity between C1 and C2, denoted by

sim(C1, C2), is defined as sim(C1, C2) =
|X1∩X2|
|X1∪X2|

.

The measure is extended for conditional similarity be-

tween concepts. Let C1 = (X1, Y1) and C2 = (X2, Y2)

be a pair of concepts. For a set of attributes R, a

similairty between C1 and C2 with respect to R, de-

noted by sim(C1, C2|R), is defined as sim(C1, C2|R) =
|
∩

y∈Y1∪Y2
(R′∩y′)|

|
∪

y∈Y1∪Y2
(R′∩y′)| .

Let δ be a given threshold for the minimum similarity

value. For a pair of concepts C1 and C2 and a set of at-

tributes R, if sim(C1, C2|R) ≥ δ, C1 and C2 are said to be

conditionally δ-similar with respect to R.

For a query concept Q and the user aspect CA, if CA

bridges Q and a concept C in some sense, then it would

be natural to find similarity between Q and C under the

aspect. We call such a CA a bridge concept for Q and C. It

is formally defined as follows.

Definition 1 (δ-Bridge Concept)

Let CR = (XR, YR) and CL = (XL, YL) be a pair of con-

cepts. For a threshold δ, if a concept CW = (XW , YW )

satisfies the following conditions, then CW is called a δ-

bridge concept between CR and CL w.r.t. YW .

Structural Constraint: XR∩XW 6= ∅ and XL∩XW 6= ∅.
Conditional Similarity Constraint: CR and CL are

conditionally δ-similar with respect to YW .

Regarding the user aspect CA = (A′(D)

, A) as a bridge

concept, for the query concept QD = (K′(D)

,K′′(D)

) in D,

our target we try to find is a concept Ctarget = (T ′′(D)

, T )

such that (1) T ∩ A = ∅, (2) K′′(D)

∩ T = ∅, (3) K′(D)

∩
T ′(D)

6= ∅ and (4) bond(K′′(D)

∪ T |A) ≥ δ. Particularly, we

try to extract maximal ones satisfying the constraints. It

should be noted here that the constraints (1) and (2) are

not included in our original definition of δ-bridge concepts.

They are assumed to obtain more interesting associations

of terms. Moreover, from a computational view point, they

can restrict our search space for efficient computation.

In order to obtain our target, we recursively expand a

closure of terms in depth-first manner. Let Xi ⊆ V be the

closure of a set of terms such that Xi∩(K′′(D)

∪A) = ∅. For
a term x ∈ V \ (K′′(D)

∪A∪Xi), we check whether Xi+1 =

(Xi ∪ {x})′′
(D)

as T satisfies all of the four constraints. If

Xi+1 does not satisfy (1) or (2), Xi+1 can be discarded. If

Xi+1 does not satisfy (3), then any expansion of Xi+1 also

violates the constraint. Therefore we can stop expanding

Xi+1. If the constraint (4) cannot be satisfied for Xi+1,

any expansion of Xi+1 can be pruned. This is because the

similarity measure is monotonically decreasing as a set of

attributes (terms) becomes larger. If Xi+1 is discarded, Xi

is tried to expand with another term in V \(K′′(D)

∪A∪Xi)

by backtrack.

On the other hand, all of the constraints are satisfied for

Xi+1, then (X ′(D)

i+1 , Xi+1) becomes a candidate of our target.

Then Xi+1 is further tried to expand with a term in V \
(K′′(D)

∪A∪Xi+1). Such an expansion process is recursively

iterated until no closure ramains to be examined.

5. Summary

We have presented our framework of associative search. A

remarkable point is that our association is controlled by user

interests in good mediators. We have proposed a method

for ranking persons according to their mediator levels. Par-

ticularly, their mediator levels are defined based on clusters

of terms obtained by an extended K-means algorithm. We

have designed a computational procedure for our associa-

tion search and designed depth-first algorithms for extract-

ing our target concepts.
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